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It's pretty much a given that sunscreen is an important part of skincare. Things like sun damage,It's pretty much a given that sunscreen is an important part of skincare. Things like sun damage,

sunburnssunburns, and skin cancer are no joke. You want to do as much as you can to protect yourself, and skin cancer are no joke. You want to do as much as you can to protect yourself

whether you're spending the whole day by the beach or pool or just going about your everydaywhether you're spending the whole day by the beach or pool or just going about your everyday
errands. Not only can applying sunscreen, seeking shade when you can, and wearing protectiveerrands. Not only can applying sunscreen, seeking shade when you can, and wearing protective

clothing help reduce your chances of getting clothing help reduce your chances of getting skin cancerskin cancer, but limiting damaging sun exposure can, but limiting damaging sun exposure can

also also prevent the signs of agingprevent the signs of aging..

You might be thinking, You might be thinking, Yeah, yeah, I know all of those things, and I wear sunscreen all theYeah, yeah, I know all of those things, and I wear sunscreen all the

time.time. Well, first things first, that's an excellent start and habit. But second, have you given some Well, first things first, that's an excellent start and habit. But second, have you given some
thought to what's thought to what's inin your sunscreen? Not all of them are created the same, as formulations differ your sunscreen? Not all of them are created the same, as formulations differ

when it comes to brands and the product themselves. Just deciphering the words on a sunscreenwhen it comes to brands and the product themselves. Just deciphering the words on a sunscreen

bottle can be confusing. As overwhelming as it can be to choose a sunscreen, making sure you findbottle can be confusing. As overwhelming as it can be to choose a sunscreen, making sure you find

one that is beneficial for your skin is important.one that is beneficial for your skin is important.

Sure, phrases like "nontoxic," "organic," "all-natural," or "noncomedogenic" all sound nice andSure, phrases like "nontoxic," "organic," "all-natural," or "noncomedogenic" all sound nice and
helpful, but what do they really mean? What should you really look for and avoid in a sunscreen?helpful, but what do they really mean? What should you really look for and avoid in a sunscreen?

And are we being duped by clever marketing and labels when we might be applying something thatAnd are we being duped by clever marketing and labels when we might be applying something that

could be harming our bodies? I turned to the dermatologists and healthcare professionals for helpcould be harming our bodies? I turned to the dermatologists and healthcare professionals for help

on this one.on this one.

NONTOXIC VS. TOXICNONTOXIC VS. TOXIC
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For starters, I wanted to know what made a sunscreen product "nontoxic" or "toxic." Well, it turnsFor starters, I wanted to know what made a sunscreen product "nontoxic" or "toxic." Well, it turns
out the definitions weren't so cut-and-dried—and you'll see this is a recurring theme when it comesout the definitions weren't so cut-and-dried—and you'll see this is a recurring theme when it comes
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to parsing out sunscreen terms and ingredients throughout this story.to parsing out sunscreen terms and ingredients throughout this story.

"Nontoxic and toxic are unregulated terms often used as a marketing claim without a clear"Nontoxic and toxic are unregulated terms often used as a marketing claim without a clear

definition," says Heather D. Rogers, MD, founder and CEO of definition," says Heather D. Rogers, MD, founder and CEO of Doctor Rogers RestoreDoctor Rogers Restore and co- and co-
founder of founder of Modern DermatologyModern Dermatology in Seattle. "And unfortunately, even though it should be clear in Seattle. "And unfortunately, even though it should be clear

what makes something toxic, for many ingredients it is not clear, and the onus is on the consumerwhat makes something toxic, for many ingredients it is not clear, and the onus is on the consumer

to decide what he or she is comfortable with."to decide what he or she is comfortable with."

And Ellen Marmur, MD, a board-certified dermatologist and the founder And Ellen Marmur, MD, a board-certified dermatologist and the founder Marmur MedicalMarmur Medical in New in New

York City, agrees, adding that you shouldn't be so fixated on the terms. "Sunscreen adoption is farYork City, agrees, adding that you shouldn't be so fixated on the terms. "Sunscreen adoption is far
more important than labeling a sunscreen toxic or nontoxic," she explains. "Only one in 10more important than labeling a sunscreen toxic or nontoxic," she explains. "Only one in 10

Americans use sunscreen daily and only half of Americans have worn it ever. Finding a broad-Americans use sunscreen daily and only half of Americans have worn it ever. Finding a broad-

spectrum sunscreen that you can incorporate into your daily skincare routine is essential tospectrum sunscreen that you can incorporate into your daily skincare routine is essential to

preventing preventing early agingearly aging and skin cancer caused by UV radiation." and skin cancer caused by UV radiation."

https://www.doctorrogers.com/
https://mdinseattle.com/
http://marmurmedical.com/
https://thethirty.whowhatwear.com/anti-aging-workouts


Of course, there are sunscreens that do contain chemicals. "Sunscreens are often made with eitherOf course, there are sunscreens that do contain chemicals. "Sunscreens are often made with either

chemical or mineral (aka physical) active ingredients to provide sun protection," explains Rogers.chemical or mineral (aka physical) active ingredients to provide sun protection," explains Rogers.
"Chemical sunscreens like oxybenzone, octinoxate, octisalate, and avobenzone must be absorbed"Chemical sunscreens like oxybenzone, octinoxate, octisalate, and avobenzone must be absorbed

into the skin before they can protect us from the sun's radiation. These ingredients protect the skininto the skin before they can protect us from the sun's radiation. These ingredients protect the skin

by absorbing the sun's rays and then converting them into heat that is released from the skin. Theseby absorbing the sun's rays and then converting them into heat that is released from the skin. These

are not natural and likely nontoxic, but they do accumulate in our blood and waterways. We areare not natural and likely nontoxic, but they do accumulate in our blood and waterways. We are

studying this impact more. Mineral sunscreens, like zinc oxide and titanium dioxide, are naturalstudying this impact more. Mineral sunscreens, like zinc oxide and titanium dioxide, are natural
and nontoxic. They sit on top of your skin and block the sun like reflectors."and nontoxic. They sit on top of your skin and block the sun like reflectors."

The bottom line is the decision between a chemical or mineral sunscreen is based on your ownThe bottom line is the decision between a chemical or mineral sunscreen is based on your own

personal preference.personal preference.

INGREDIENTS TO AVOIDINGREDIENTS TO AVOID

And when it comes to ingredients to avoid, it's also not as straightforward as you would think.And when it comes to ingredients to avoid, it's also not as straightforward as you would think.

Again, it depends on your preference and how comfortable you are with certain ingredients beingAgain, it depends on your preference and how comfortable you are with certain ingredients being
absorbed into your body. Here are a couple of suggestions…absorbed into your body. Here are a couple of suggestions…

INSECT REPELLENTSINSECT REPELLENTS
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"Avoid sunscreens that contain insect repellent ingredients, like Deet," Marmur recommends."Avoid sunscreens that contain insect repellent ingredients, like Deet," Marmur recommends.

"Sunscreens are meant to be applied liberally and often, so using a combination product could"Sunscreens are meant to be applied liberally and often, so using a combination product could

result in unnecessary high exposure to repellents."result in unnecessary high exposure to repellents."

OXYBENZONE, OCTINOXATE, OCTISALATE, ANDOXYBENZONE, OCTINOXATE, OCTISALATE, AND
AVOBENZONEAVOBENZONE



While Rogers said above that these chemicals are likely nontoxic, she does say she personallyWhile Rogers said above that these chemicals are likely nontoxic, she does say she personally
doesn't use products that contain them. "I would like to minimize the accumulation of anydoesn't use products that contain them. "I would like to minimize the accumulation of any

unneeded chemicals in my body, my patients' body, and in our world whenever possible, so Iunneeded chemicals in my body, my patients' body, and in our world whenever possible, so I

always recommend mineral/physical sunscreens," Rogers explains. "Especially when you take intoalways recommend mineral/physical sunscreens," Rogers explains. "Especially when you take into

account that avobenzone is a common cause of sunscreen allergy and oxybenzone is contributing toaccount that avobenzone is a common cause of sunscreen allergy and oxybenzone is contributing to

the death of coral reefs. I avoid all chemical sunscreen ingredients like oxybenzone, octinoxate,the death of coral reefs. I avoid all chemical sunscreen ingredients like oxybenzone, octinoxate,
octisalate, and avobenzone because of their risk of allergy, irritation, accumulation in myself, andoctisalate, and avobenzone because of their risk of allergy, irritation, accumulation in myself, and

our world, and possible association with bleaching of coral reefs."our world, and possible association with bleaching of coral reefs."

HOW TO CHOOSE A SUNSCREENHOW TO CHOOSE A SUNSCREEN

If you've ever browsed the sunscreen aisle at your local drugstore, you know that there are so manyIf you've ever browsed the sunscreen aisle at your local drugstore, you know that there are so many

options out there. When deciding which product to choose, our experts said to keep these things inoptions out there. When deciding which product to choose, our experts said to keep these things in

mind:mind:

THINK ABOUT YOUR SKIN TYPETHINK ABOUT YOUR SKIN TYPE
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"As for sunscreen by "As for sunscreen by skin typeskin type, there are huge differences in sunscreen formulas and there are so, there are huge differences in sunscreen formulas and there are so
many available for different skin types," Rogers says. "You may have to hunt for what works bestmany available for different skin types," Rogers says. "You may have to hunt for what works best

for you, just like finding the right pair of jeans. If you have for you, just like finding the right pair of jeans. If you have dry skindry skin, look for formulations that, look for formulations that

have hydrating ingredients. If you have oily skin, opt for something with a matte finish and oil-free.have hydrating ingredients. If you have oily skin, opt for something with a matte finish and oil-free.

If you have sensitive skin, mineral-based sunscreens are particularly important because the mostIf you have sensitive skin, mineral-based sunscreens are particularly important because the most

common chemical sunscreens can be irritating while zinc oxide is calming."common chemical sunscreens can be irritating while zinc oxide is calming."

LOOK FOR ZINC OXIDELOOK FOR ZINC OXIDE
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ELTAMDELTAMD

UV Active Broad-Spectrum SPF 50+UV Active Broad-Spectrum SPF 50+
$32$32

SHOP NOWSHOP NOW

https://www.whowhatwear.com/splash/zAA4Ff3l6?s=wd&w=3644985&uts=dd
https://www.whowhatwear.com/splash/zAA4Ff3l6?s=wd&w=3644985&uts=dd
https://www.whowhatwear.com/splash/zAA4Ff3l6?s=wd&w=3644985&uts=dd
https://www.whowhatwear.com/splash/zAA4Ff3l6?s=wd&w=3644985&uts=dd


"My go-to sunscreen ingredient is zinc oxide, which provides the widest range of protection against"My go-to sunscreen ingredient is zinc oxide, which provides the widest range of protection against

UV rays and is more photostable than certain chemical sunscreens that may degrade over time,"UV rays and is more photostable than certain chemical sunscreens that may degrade over time,"

Marmur recommends. "Zinc oxide is an essential mineral that the body needs and easilyMarmur recommends. "Zinc oxide is an essential mineral that the body needs and easily
recognizes. It's also safe for use on sensitive skin and is noncomedogenic. Make sure to choose arecognizes. It's also safe for use on sensitive skin and is noncomedogenic. Make sure to choose a

water-resistant sunscreen for high-endurance activities and swimming!" Zinc oxide protects againstwater-resistant sunscreen for high-endurance activities and swimming!" Zinc oxide protects against

both UVA and UVB rays.both UVA and UVB rays.

OPT FOR MINERAL FORMULAS IF YOU HAVE CERTAINOPT FOR MINERAL FORMULAS IF YOU HAVE CERTAIN
CONDITIONSCONDITIONS



"I recommend all-physical sunscreen formulas for individuals who have sensitive, post-procedure"I recommend all-physical sunscreen formulas for individuals who have sensitive, post-procedure

skin," Marmur adds. "Sunscreens formulated with niacinamide also work particularly well to calmskin," Marmur adds. "Sunscreens formulated with niacinamide also work particularly well to calm

redness associated with rosacea or acne."redness associated with rosacea or acne."

And if you're pregnant, you'll want to opt for zinc formulas, too. "Products in which the activeAnd if you're pregnant, you'll want to opt for zinc formulas, too. "Products in which the active

ingredient is zinc oxide and titanium dioxide, which are physical sunscreens, are a definite goodingredient is zinc oxide and titanium dioxide, which are physical sunscreens, are a definite good
choice for pregnant women, as they are not absorbed by the skin," says choice for pregnant women, as they are not absorbed by the skin," says Navya Mysore, MDNavya Mysore, MD, a, a

family provider at family provider at One MedicalOne Medical..

DON'T SETTLE FOR ANYTHING LESS THAN SPF 30DON'T SETTLE FOR ANYTHING LESS THAN SPF 30

RAW ELEMENTSRAW ELEMENTS

Organic SPF 30 Zinc Sunscreen, 3ozOrganic SPF 30 Zinc Sunscreen, 3oz
$17$17

SHOP NOWSHOP NOW

https://www.onemedical.com/providers/navya-mysore/
https://www.onemedical.com/
https://www.whowhatwear.com/splash/zIRcbe4pR?s=wd&w=3644993&uts=dd
https://www.whowhatwear.com/splash/zIRcbe4pR?s=wd&w=3644993&uts=dd
https://www.whowhatwear.com/splash/zIRcbe4pR?s=wd&w=3644993&uts=dd
https://www.whowhatwear.com/splash/zIRcbe4pR?s=wd&w=3644993&uts=dd


All of our experts said that you want to buy a sunscreen that is at least SPF 30. "We typically onlyAll of our experts said that you want to buy a sunscreen that is at least SPF 30. "We typically only

apply half as much product as used during the testing to determine SPF," Rogers explains. "So if aapply half as much product as used during the testing to determine SPF," Rogers explains. "So if a
product is SPF 30, you are likely only getting SPF 15 protection. The higher the percentage of theproduct is SPF 30, you are likely only getting SPF 15 protection. The higher the percentage of the

sun-protective ingredients often is associated with a higher SPF. However, SPF only addresses yoursun-protective ingredients often is associated with a higher SPF. However, SPF only addresses your

protection from UVB rays. It is equally important to make sure the product has broad-spectrumprotection from UVB rays. It is equally important to make sure the product has broad-spectrum

protection (meaning it protects you from UVB and UVA). protection (meaning it protects you from UVB and UVA). ZincZinc provides the broadest protection of provides the broadest protection of

all the sunscreen ingredient options."all the sunscreen ingredient options."

AVOID FRAGRANCESAVOID FRAGRANCES

BIOSSANCEBIOSSANCE

Squalane + Zinc Sheer Mineral Sunscreen SPF 30 PA +++Squalane + Zinc Sheer Mineral Sunscreen SPF 30 PA +++
$30$30

SHOP NOWSHOP NOW

https://thethirty.whowhatwear.com/zinc-for-acne
https://www.whowhatwear.com/splash/z2rFTPPrY?s=wd&w=3644996&uts=dd
https://www.whowhatwear.com/splash/z2rFTPPrY?s=wd&w=3644996&uts=dd
https://www.whowhatwear.com/splash/z2rFTPPrY?s=wd&w=3644996&uts=dd
https://www.whowhatwear.com/splash/z2rFTPPrY?s=wd&w=3644996&uts=dd


Sure, they could smell good, but they can also cause some trouble if you have sensitive skin. "It'sSure, they could smell good, but they can also cause some trouble if you have sensitive skin. "It's

also best to avoid sunscreens that include fragrance as those can be irritating to the skin," addsalso best to avoid sunscreens that include fragrance as those can be irritating to the skin," adds
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Mysore.Mysore.

CONSIDER DIFFERENT SUNSCREENS FORCONSIDER DIFFERENT SUNSCREENS FOR
DIFFERENT NEEDSDIFFERENT NEEDS



Rogers suggests getting different sunscreens for different parts of your body. "Since sunscreenRogers suggests getting different sunscreens for different parts of your body. "Since sunscreen

should be an important part of your skincare routine, you will need more than one product," sheshould be an important part of your skincare routine, you will need more than one product," she

explains. "My sunscreen wardrobe consists of the following: a daily face sunscreen which is tinted;explains. "My sunscreen wardrobe consists of the following: a daily face sunscreen which is tinted;
a powder sunscreen for easy reapplication during the day; a body sunscreen not tinted anda powder sunscreen for easy reapplication during the day; a body sunscreen not tinted and

moisturizing for my neck, chest, and arms during summer days even at work; and a sunscreen thatmoisturizing for my neck, chest, and arms during summer days even at work; and a sunscreen that

is water-resistant for is water-resistant for exerciseexercise and water play." and water play."

APPLICATION TIPSAPPLICATION TIPS

And of course, your sunscreen won't work properly if you don't apply the product correctly. HereAnd of course, your sunscreen won't work properly if you don't apply the product correctly. Here

are some guidelines to follow:are some guidelines to follow:

REAPPLY EVERY TWO HOURSREAPPLY EVERY TWO HOURS

TARTETARTE

Sea Set & Protect Mineral Sunscreen Powder Broad SpectrumSea Set & Protect Mineral Sunscreen Powder Broad Spectrum
SPF 30SPF 30
$29$29

SHOP NOWSHOP NOW

https://thethirty.whowhatwear.com/best-morning-exercises
https://www.whowhatwear.com/splash/zncJapsoa?s=wd&w=3645007&uts=dd
https://www.whowhatwear.com/splash/zncJapsoa?s=wd&w=3645007&uts=dd
https://www.whowhatwear.com/splash/zncJapsoa?s=wd&w=3645007&uts=dd
https://www.whowhatwear.com/splash/zncJapsoa?s=wd&w=3645007&uts=dd


"I recommend you reapply several times throughout the day, especially if you are exposing your"I recommend you reapply several times throughout the day, especially if you are exposing your

body to direct sunlight," says Marmur. "As a rule of thumb, sunscreens should be reappliedbody to direct sunlight," says Marmur. "As a rule of thumb, sunscreens should be reapplied

approximately every two hours when outdoors, even on cloudy days, and after swimming orapproximately every two hours when outdoors, even on cloudy days, and after swimming or

sweating, according to the directions on the bottle."sweating, according to the directions on the bottle."
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FOLLOW THESE STEPS WHEN MOISTURIZINGFOLLOW THESE STEPS WHEN MOISTURIZING

ELTAMDELTAMD

UV Clear Broad-Spectrum SPF 46UV Clear Broad-Spectrum SPF 46
$39$39

SHOP NOWSHOP NOW
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https://www.whowhatwear.com/splash/zEPIB1gep?s=wd&w=3931917&uts=dd
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Sunscreen before moisturizer or vice versa is like the skincare version of "the chicken or the egg."Sunscreen before moisturizer or vice versa is like the skincare version of "the chicken or the egg."

But it all comes down to the type of product you're using. "If you are using a chemical sunscreen, itBut it all comes down to the type of product you're using. "If you are using a chemical sunscreen, it

should go on your skin before your moisturizer because it needs to be absorbed into your skin toshould go on your skin before your moisturizer because it needs to be absorbed into your skin to
work," Rogers recommends. "If you are using mineral sunscreen, that should always go on afterwork," Rogers recommends. "If you are using mineral sunscreen, that should always go on after

your moisturizer but before your makeup."your moisturizer but before your makeup."

WEAR SUNSCREEN INDOORSWEAR SUNSCREEN INDOORS

Even if you've been spending most of your days inside, that doesn't mean you should skimp on theEven if you've been spending most of your days inside, that doesn't mean you should skimp on the

sunscreen. "Another misconception is that we don't have to wear sunscreen indoors," Marmur says.sunscreen. "Another misconception is that we don't have to wear sunscreen indoors," Marmur says.

"I have several patients that have shared with me that their melasma is actually getting worse, yet"I have several patients that have shared with me that their melasma is actually getting worse, yet
they have not been outside. What we need to remember is that we need to wear sunscreen eventhey have not been outside. What we need to remember is that we need to wear sunscreen even
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inside our house, and the sun's harmful UVA/UVB rays can cause skin damage. Even the inside our house, and the sun's harmful UVA/UVB rays can cause skin damage. Even the blueblue

infrared lightinfrared light emanating from our computer screens can cause damage to our skin!" emanating from our computer screens can cause damage to our skin!"

DON'T RELY ON MAKEUP AS YOUR SUNSCREENDON'T RELY ON MAKEUP AS YOUR SUNSCREEN
SOURCESOURCE

https://thethirty.whowhatwear.com/do-blue-light-glasses-work


A lot of makeup formulas contain SPF now, but Rogers says you should still have a separateA lot of makeup formulas contain SPF now, but Rogers says you should still have a separate

product. "You still need to use an antioxidant serum with vitamin C and moisturizer (if you haveproduct. "You still need to use an antioxidant serum with vitamin C and moisturizer (if you have
dry skin) before you apply your sunscreen and makeup after," she suggests. "There are some greatdry skin) before you apply your sunscreen and makeup after," she suggests. "There are some great

sunscreen options with tint in them that can work to blend the skin, but very few makeup brandssunscreen options with tint in them that can work to blend the skin, but very few makeup brands

have enough physical sun protection, so don't rely on your makeup as your primary sunscreen."have enough physical sun protection, so don't rely on your makeup as your primary sunscreen."

EDITOR-FAVORITE SUNSCREENSEDITOR-FAVORITE SUNSCREENS

Need more suggestions for sunscreens? These are some of our picks below:Need more suggestions for sunscreens? These are some of our picks below:
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Versed's lightweight sunscreen blends in easily and doesn't leave a chalky finish. It contains 15.2%Versed's lightweight sunscreen blends in easily and doesn't leave a chalky finish. It contains 15.2%

non-nano zinc oxide, sea fennel extract, and moringa seed extract.non-nano zinc oxide, sea fennel extract, and moringa seed extract.

VERSEDVERSED

Guards Up Daily Mineral Sunscreen Broad Spectrum Spf 35Guards Up Daily Mineral Sunscreen Broad Spectrum Spf 35
$25$25

SHOP NOWSHOP NOW

https://www.whowhatwear.com/splash/z6Y8ieQyH?s=wd&w=3645048&uts=dd
https://www.whowhatwear.com/splash/z6Y8ieQyH?s=wd&w=3645048&uts=dd
https://www.whowhatwear.com/splash/z6Y8ieQyH?s=wd&w=3645048&uts=dd
https://www.whowhatwear.com/splash/z6Y8ieQyH?s=wd&w=3645048&uts=dd


CeraVe's body sunscreen is formulated with zinc oxide and titanium dioxide plus three essentialCeraVe's body sunscreen is formulated with zinc oxide and titanium dioxide plus three essential

ceramides to lock in moisture and protect the skin barrier.ceramides to lock in moisture and protect the skin barrier.

CERAVECERAVE

100% Mineral Sunscreen SPF 50100% Mineral Sunscreen SPF 50
$14$14

SHOP NOWSHOP NOW

https://www.whowhatwear.com/splash/zf47m0Hcd?s=wd&w=3645030&uts=dd
https://www.whowhatwear.com/splash/zf47m0Hcd?s=wd&w=3645030&uts=dd
https://www.whowhatwear.com/splash/zf47m0Hcd?s=wd&w=3645030&uts=dd
https://www.whowhatwear.com/splash/zf47m0Hcd?s=wd&w=3645030&uts=dd


This 100% mineral lotion is lightweight and also contains ingredients to protect skin fromThis 100% mineral lotion is lightweight and also contains ingredients to protect skin from
environmental damage and pollution.environmental damage and pollution.

SUPERGOOP!SUPERGOOP!

Zinc Screen 100% Mineral Lotion SPF 40 PA+++Zinc Screen 100% Mineral Lotion SPF 40 PA+++
$42$42

SHOP NOWSHOP NOW

https://www.whowhatwear.com/splash/zXDBoFZtj?s=wd&w=3645032&uts=dd
https://www.whowhatwear.com/splash/zXDBoFZtj?s=wd&w=3645032&uts=dd
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Blue Lizard's zinc sunscreen is reef-safe and doesn't contain parabens or fragrance. It provides up toBlue Lizard's zinc sunscreen is reef-safe and doesn't contain parabens or fragrance. It provides up to

40 minutes of water resistance.40 minutes of water resistance.

BLUE LIZARDBLUE LIZARD

Sensitive Mineral Sunscreen SPF 30Sensitive Mineral Sunscreen SPF 30
$20$20

SHOP NOWSHOP NOW

https://www.whowhatwear.com/splash/zHh0zfshj?s=wd&w=3645035&uts=dd
https://www.whowhatwear.com/splash/zHh0zfshj?s=wd&w=3645035&uts=dd
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This sunscreen provides UVA and UVB protection without oxybenzone or octinoxate. It's alsoThis sunscreen provides UVA and UVB protection without oxybenzone or octinoxate. It's also
enriched with vitamin E.enriched with vitamin E.

SUN BUMSUN BUM

Original SPF 30 Sunscreen LotionOriginal SPF 30 Sunscreen Lotion
$16$16

SHOP NOWSHOP NOW

https://www.whowhatwear.com/splash/zDVTA3CNj?s=wd&w=3645031&uts=dd
https://www.whowhatwear.com/splash/zDVTA3CNj?s=wd&w=3645031&uts=dd
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Apply this matte sunscreen to your face for both sun protection and some other skin benefits likeApply this matte sunscreen to your face for both sun protection and some other skin benefits like

pore minimization, shine control, and oil absorption.pore minimization, shine control, and oil absorption.

REN CLEAN SKINCAREREN CLEAN SKINCARE

Clean Screen Mattifying Face Sunscreen SPF 30Clean Screen Mattifying Face Sunscreen SPF 30
$38$38

Apply this matte sunscreen to your face for both sun protection and some other skin benefits likeApply this matte sunscreen to your face for both sun protection and some other skin benefits like

pore minimization, shine control, and oil absorption.pore minimization, shine control, and oil absorption.

SHOP NOWSHOP NOW

https://www.whowhatwear.com/splash/zELA4OqKd?s=wd&w=3645033&uts=dd
https://www.whowhatwear.com/splash/zELA4OqKd?s=wd&w=3645033&uts=dd
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THINKSPORTTHINKSPORT

Sunscreen SPF 50+Sunscreen SPF 50+
$17$17

SHOP NOWSHOP NOW

https://www.whowhatwear.com/splash/z1uStzFyt?s=wd&w=3645049&uts=dd
https://www.whowhatwear.com/splash/z1uStzFyt?s=wd&w=3645049&uts=dd
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Thinksport's sunscreen has a high ranking on the Environmental Working Group's list, meaning itThinksport's sunscreen has a high ranking on the Environmental Working Group's list, meaning it

has low risk of harmful ingredients. The zinc formula doesn't contain avobenzone, oxybenzone,has low risk of harmful ingredients. The zinc formula doesn't contain avobenzone, oxybenzone,

parabens, or phthalates.parabens, or phthalates.

JUICE BEAUTYJUICE BEAUTY

SPF 30 Sport SunscreenSPF 30 Sport Sunscreen

https://www.whowhatwear.com/splash/zwye7DGH5?s=wd&w=3645045&uts=dd
https://www.whowhatwear.com/splash/zwye7DGH5?s=wd&w=3645045&uts=dd


This reef-safe sunscreen is enriched with antioxidants and vitamins to prevent free-radical damage.This reef-safe sunscreen is enriched with antioxidants and vitamins to prevent free-radical damage.

It's also water-resistant.It's also water-resistant.

$18$18

SHOP NOWSHOP NOW

https://www.whowhatwear.com/splash/zwye7DGH5?s=wd&w=3645045&uts=dd
https://www.whowhatwear.com/splash/zwye7DGH5?s=wd&w=3645045&uts=dd


Drunk Elephant's daily sunscreen includes 20% zinc oxide plus algae extract and sunflower sproutDrunk Elephant's daily sunscreen includes 20% zinc oxide plus algae extract and sunflower sprout

extract to defend against free radicals. It's also free of essential oils and fragrances.extract to defend against free radicals. It's also free of essential oils and fragrances.

DRUNK ELEPHANTDRUNK ELEPHANT

Umbra Sheer Physical Daily Defense Broad SpectrumUmbra Sheer Physical Daily Defense Broad Spectrum
Sunscreen SPF 30Sunscreen SPF 30
$34$34

SHOP NOWSHOP NOW

https://www.whowhatwear.com/splash/zRq84G4bS?s=wd&w=3645046&uts=dd
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Related StoriesRelated Stories

This article is provided for informational purposes only and is not intended to be used in the place of advice of your physician or other medical professionals. YouThis article is provided for informational purposes only and is not intended to be used in the place of advice of your physician or other medical professionals. You
should always consult with your doctor or healthcare provider first with any health-related questions. should always consult with your doctor or healthcare provider first with any health-related questions. See our full health disclaimer hereSee our full health disclaimer here..

EXPLORE MORE:EXPLORE MORE:   WELLNESSWELLNESS   ,,   HEALTHHEALTH   ,,   SKINCARESKINCARE   ,,   SUNSCREENSUNSCREEN   ,,   SKINSKIN   

This body sunscreen not only contains zinc oxide, but it has botanical ingredients like lilikoiThis body sunscreen not only contains zinc oxide, but it has botanical ingredients like lilikoi

(passion fruit) seed oil and aloe vera to reduce the signs of aging and soothe skin.(passion fruit) seed oil and aloe vera to reduce the signs of aging and soothe skin.

Next Up: Next Up: These 5 Habits Are Wrecking Your Skin—Here's What Experts Say to Do InsteadThese 5 Habits Are Wrecking Your Skin—Here's What Experts Say to Do Instead

This article was originally published at an earlier date and has since been updated.This article was originally published at an earlier date and has since been updated.

ÉMINENCE ORGANIC SKIN CAREÉMINENCE ORGANIC SKIN CARE

Lilikoi Mineral Defense Sport Sunscreen SPF 30Lilikoi Mineral Defense Sport Sunscreen SPF 30
$52$52

SHOP NOWSHOP NOW
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